INREPLYTO:
86-67200
2.2.4.21

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL ONLY

Memorandum

To: Regional Directors
   Attention: MB-1000 (BEsplin), UCB-100 (WPullan), LCB-1000 (JGould),
             CPN-1000 (RSkordas acting), CGB-100 (EConant)

From: Christopher Vick
       Manager, Asset Management Division

Subject: Water Systems Operations and Maintenance Cost Index for 2021

The Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) has computed the Cost Index for 2021 to be 5.80. The computation is based on an extrapolation of the Cost Index that uses the corresponding annual average rate increase of the Engineering News-Record Construction Cost Index for the previous year.

Please refer to the attached table (Attachment 1) for a listing of historical indexes computed by Reclamation as well as instructions on how to use the indexes in estimating costs (Attachment 2).

If you have any questions regarding the methodology or use of the index, please contact Mr. Jesus V. Hernandez at (801) 524-3662.

For the hearing impaired please call the Federal Relay System at (800) 877-8339 (TTY).

Attachments – 2

cc: 86-67000 (KKnight, PLoetel), 86-67210 (DMayhorn), 86-67220 (SSEgan, JHernandez),
     86-68170 (DMaag), 86-68270 (PEngel)
     MB-1000 (TCurrid), MB-2000 (TFlanagan), MB-2400 (JDeters),
     UCB-100 (MSolis), LCB-1000 (LLazarus), LCB-6660 (REastland),
     CPN-1000 (LSwanson), CPN-3200 (JDean), CPN-3235 (RChatterton),
     CGB-100 (KOsborn), CGB-430 (KLau, PCaruso)
     PRO-333 (JSavage), YAO-2000 (CMScott), YAO-2220 (JNemeth)

cc: Continued on next page.
cc: Continued from previous page.

cc: **Area Managers**
DK-1000 (JHall), EC-1000 (JRieker), MT-100 (RNewman), NK-Thompson (AThompson),
TX-Trevino (MTrevino), WY-10000 (CRonca), ALB-100 (JFaler), PRO-105 (KKofford),
WGG-E (EWarner), LCD-10000 (LSchilling), PXAO-1000 (LMeyers),
SCAO-1000 (JSimes acting), YAO-1000 (MNorris), CCA-1000 (TOxford),
SRA-1000 (MPaquin), GCP-1000 (CSmith), BDO-100 (DMooney), CC-100 (DLessard),
KBAO-100 (JBerget acting), LBAO-100 (TEdwards), NC-100 (DBader), SCC-100 (MJackson)